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People are using the GivBux Purchasing App every day
in many ways. Here’s a “starter list” of some of the
most common ones:
1) Grandparents use GivBux as an easy way to send
money to their grandkids for birthday, holidays and
“just because”.
2) Parents use GivBux to send their kids money for
shopping & entertainment when they’re out with
friends.
3) Individuals use GivBux to transfer funds to family
members, both locally and internationally.

8) Users enjoy using GivBux at top online
merchants like Groupon.com, Hotels.com, and
Flowers.com.
9) Friends use GivBux to “pick up the tab“ or for their
share of a meal when dining with their pals.
10) Fun lovers use GivBux to purchase tickets for
themselves and others at major theme parks like
Disneyland.
And the list goes on…

4) Rideshare users use GivBux Uber to pay for
their rides and rides for their family or friends.
5) Business Professionals use GivBux to book and pay
for hotels, meals, travel, entertainment, and other
expenses while on business trips.
6) Charitable people use GivBux to donate directly to
their favorite charities and non-profit groups.

7) Students use GivBux at bookstores like
Barnes & Noble to purchase textbooks, supplies,
snacks, and gear.
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About Us

- Free Download
- Easy to Use
- Seamless Charitable Giving
- Raise Money for Your Favorite Worthy Causes
- Wall Street & Main Street Acceptance
- Peer-to Peer-Functionality
- Track Your Spending and Charitable Giving.
- Hands-Free “No-Contact” Payments
- Cash Back on Everyday Purchases
- Earn Rewards by Referring Others

- Contactless Payments
- Eliminate merchant fees using GivBux Pay

GivBux is creating a sharing economic community of
brands and consumers that gives consumers an
easier and more convenient way to shop and buy,
merchants a more efficient and profitable way to
advertise and attract new customers, and charities a
way to automatically receive built-in contributions
from the entire community’s everyday transactions.
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- Contactless Payments
- Eliminate Merchant Fees Using GivBux Pay
- ATTRACT MORE CUSTOMERS
- Monetize Patrons even when not at your location
- EARN MORE INCOME FROM EXISTING CUSTOMERS
- ELIMINATE OR DECREASE MARKETING
& ADVERTISING COSTS
- Augmented Reality Deals
- SUPPORT LOCAL AND NATIONAL CHARITIES
- GivBux members shop where they can give back
(Loyalty)
- Video Game Advertising
- GivBux built-in tracking & reporting functions

